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Any fact facing us is not as important as our 
attitude toward it, for that determines our success or failure

Norman Vincent Peale



PLANNING

ASSESSING THE RISK

You get nothing for nothing in this world. It is important to recognise there will be a price to pay.

Are you prepared to pay the price of success?

ACTION NEEDED

If it was easy everyone would do it. The easy bit is staying in your comfort zone.

NO EFFORT

16 Slumps are like a soft bed. They’re easy to get into and hard to get out of

Johnny Bench

The price:
Pain Conflict Struggle
Hard work Loss Time
Discomfort Setbacks Money, etc

If you are not prepared to pay the price:
1. Reconsider your definition of success.
2. Put this book away until you are prepared 

to do so.

Action Needed

No Effort



PLANNING

ASSESSING THE RISK

Ask yourself:

� What do I stand to gain?

� What could happen if I fail?

� Could I cope with the worst consequences?

� What will I learn?

� What would happen if I took no action?

� Are there any possible alternatives?

� How can I increase my chances of success?

17None but a fool worries about things he cannot influence

Samuel Johnson



PLANNING

ASSESSING THE RISK

To laugh is to risk appearing the fool
To reach out to another is to risk involvement

To place your ideas, your dreams before the crowd is to risk their loss
To live is to risk dying
To try is to risk failure

But the risk must be taken, because the greater hazard in life is to risk nothing
The person who risks nothing, does nothing and is nothing

He may avoid suffering, but he simply cannot learn, feel, change, grow, live
Chained by his certitudes, he is a slave

Only a person who risks is free

Take a risk

18 The trouble is, if you don’t risk anything, you risk even more

Erica Jong



PLANNING

COMMITMENT

To achieve your definition of success 
you’re going to have to be committed. 
How committed are you?

The hen had input
The pig was committed

19We will either find a way, or make one

Hannibal



PLANNING

COMMITMENT

If you are prepared to pay the price, it means you think it’s worth the risk and you are
committed. You may still think there is something else holding you back, so remember:

� Beethoven wrote the world’s greatest music when he was deaf.

� Milton wrote the greatest literature when he was blind.

� Winston Churchill flunked sixth grade and several college courses.

� Albert Einstein did not speak until he was four years old and 
couldn’t read until he was seven. The Zurich Polytechnic 
refused to admit him because he ‘showed no promise’.

� Robert Burns was an illiterate country boy. Cursed by poverty, 
he grew up to be a drunkard.

� Helen Keller became deaf, dumb and blind shortly after birth.

20 When you win, nothing hurts

Joe Nameth



PLANNING

GOAL SETTING

Extract of a conversation between ‘Alice’ and the ‘Cheshire Cat’ from ‘Alice Through 
The Looking Glass’.

‘Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?’

‘That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,’ said the Cat.

‘I don’t much care where,’ said Alice, ‘so long as I get somewhere.’

‘Then it doesn’t matter which way you go,’ said the Cat.

Alice Through The Looking Glass - Lewis Carroll.

21You become successful 
the moment you start moving towards a worthwhile goal



PLANNING

GOAL SETTING
WHY YOU SHOULD SET GOALS

To achieve your definition of success you need to set goals. Goals are the stepping
stones to your definition of success.

SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE SET GOALS
(really successful people write them down)

22 Until you commit your goals to paper, your intentions are seeds without soil

Zig Ziglar
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